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Introduction

Computer simulated sound propagation through 3D environments
is important in many applications, including computer-aided design, training, and virtual reality. In many cases, the accuracy of
the acoustical simulation is critical to the success of the application. For example, in concert hall and factory design (where OSHA
sound limits must be met), the accuracy of the simulation may save
costly re-engineering after construction. In virtual environments,
experiments have shown that more accurate acoustic modeling provides a stronger sense of presence [13]. Furthermore, auditory cues
aid in formation of spatial impressions, separation of simultaneous
sound signals, and localization of objects [5], such as when a soldier locates an enemy in a training exercise or a fire-fighter locates
a person stranded in a burning building. In contrast, incorrect auditory cues can lead to negative training [35, 6].
Although several systems (e.g., [10, 28, 9]) are available for
computing sound propagation in 3D environments, there has not
been detailed evaluation of their accuracy. The primary reason is
that the acoustics of most real world environments is very complex,
and thus detailed quantitative comparison of measured with computed impulse responses is difficult. As a result, acousticians have
resorted to comparing gross statistics of impulse responses (e.g.,
reverberation time, clarity) [23] and/or using human listening tests
for validation of computer simulations [1].
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tracing [36] and/or radiosity [16]). Yet, there were very few results
regarding the accuracy of the simulations. Computer-generated pictures and corresponding photographs rarely matched, and little insight into the causes of the mismatch could be derived from the
comparisons due to the complexity of light transport in most scenes.
In response to this situation, researchers at Cornell University [16, 12, 25] constructed a simple real-world scene, the “Cornell
Box”, in which the lighting, geometry, and reflectance properties of
every surface were carefully measured and duplicated in a 3D computer graphics model. Using this simple and controlled experimental setup, they were able to make meaningful comparisons between
global illumination simulations and photographs of the scene and
provide explanations for the differences.
Motivated by the success of the Cornell Box, we have built a
simple experimental setup for validating sound propagation simulations. We call it the “Bell Labs Box.” The setup comprises a
simple configuration of planar surfaces with a speaker and a microphone (see Figure 1). While the basic configuration of the room is
a simple six-sided box, it is constructed with reconfigurable panels
that can be inserted or removed to create a variety of interesting
geometries, including ones with diffracting panels (see Figure 2).
The key ideas behind this experimental setup are simplicity and
control. First, the room has just a few planar surfaces, and thus
possible sequences of reflections and diffractions are easily computed in a simulation and recognized in an impulse response. Second, the speaker radiation pattern, microphone directivity pattern,
and reflectance properties of every surface are independently measured in an anechoic chamber, providing simulation parameters that
closely match the real world environment. Finally, the room is configurable, providing a mechanism by which acoustical simulations
can be validated with a variety of geometric effects. These features
enable us to compare the results of simulations with measurement
data in a simple and controlled setting, thereby allowing more detailed quantitative validation than has previously been possible.
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Figure 1: Left: a schematic view of the Bell Labs Box with measurement apparatus. Right: a computer graphics rendering of the
Bell Labs Box lit by two point light sources.
This is similar to the situation in computer graphics during the
mid-1980s. At that time, there were several global illumination
algorithms that simulated the propagation of light through a 3D
environment and produced an image for a given camera (e.g., ray
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Background and Previous Work

The problem addressed by this work is the validation of a solution
to an integral equation expressing the wavefield (acoustic pressure
and particle velocity) at some point in space in terms of the wavefield at other points (or equivalently on surrounding surfaces). For
light simulations, the wave equation is described by Kajiya’s rendering equation [18]. For sound simulations, it is described by the
Helmoltz-Kirchoff integral theorem [8], which incorporates time
and phase dependencies.
Since sound and light are both wave phenomena, the methods
for their simulation and validation share many features. Yet, sound
has characteristics different from light which introduce new and interesting problems:



Wavelength: the wavelengths of audible sound are five to
seven orders of magnitude longer than visible light, ranging
between 0.02 and 17 meters (for 20KHz and 20Hz, respectively). Diffraction of sound occurs around obstacles of the

difficulty arises from the wavefield discontinuities caused by occlusions, caustics, and specular highlights, resulting in large variations
over small portions of the integration domain (i.e., surfaces and/or
directions). Due to these discontinuities, no general-purpose, analytic formula can describe the wavefield at a given point, and solutions must rely upon sampling or subdivision of the integration
domain into components that can be solved efficiently and accurately. Traditionally, four approaches have been used to address
this problem: finite or boundary element methods [16, 26, 11], recursive ray tracing [22, 36], Monte Carlo path tracing [18, 28], and
beam tracing [10, 24, 14, 17]. All four methods have been used for
both sound and light.

Figure 2: Additional panels can be mounted inside the Bell Labs
box to study the effects of sound diffraction.
same size as the wavelength (such as tables) and reflections
are primarily specular for large, flat surfaces (such as walls),
while small objects (like coffee mugs) have little effect on the
sound field (for all but the highest wavelengths). As a result,
when compared to computer graphics, acoustics simulations
tend to use 3D models with far less geometric detail. But,
they must find propagation paths with specular reflections and
diffractions efficiently, and they must consider the effects for
different obstacles at a range of wavelengths.







Speed: at 343 meters per second, the speed of sound in air is
six orders of magnitude less than light, and sound propagation
delays are perceptible to humans. Thus, acoustic models must
compute the exact time/frequency distribution of the propagation paths, and the source sound must be auralized by convolution with the corresponding impulse response. This digital
filter represents the delay and amplitude of the sound arriving
along different propagation paths. In contrast, the propagation
delay of light can be ignored and only the energy steady-state
response must be computed.
Coherence: sound is a coherent wave phenomenon, and interference between out-of-phase waves can be significant. Accordingly, acoustical simulations must consider phase when
summing the cumulative contribution of many propagation
paths to a receiver. More specifically, since the phase of
the wave traveling along each propagation path is determined
by the path length, acoustical models must compute accurate
path lengths (up to a small percentage of the wavelength). In
contrast, most light sources (except lasers) emit largely incoherent waves, and thus lighting simulations simply sum the
power of different propagation paths.
Dynamic range: the human ear is sensitive to five orders
of magnitude difference in sound amplitude and arrival time
differences allow some high-order reflections to be audible [37, 5]. Therefore, as compared to computer graphics,
acoustical simulations usually aim to compute several times
more reflections, and the statistical time/frequency effects of
late sound reverberation are much more significant than for
global illumination.

Despite these differences, the problems of simulation and validation are similar for both sound and light. For simulation, the main

For validation, the common problems are: (1) defining a quantitative measure of accuracy, and (2) understanding the causes of simulation errors. The first problem is generally addressed in acoustics
with statistical measures of impulse responses and with human listening tests. The second problem has largely been explained by
conjecture. For example, recent “round robin” studies applied several computer simulation tools to the same concert hall model and
compared their output to in-situ measurements [34, 7]. Although,
these studies provide a nice reference for comparing simulations,
they differ from our work in several respects. First, they focus on
complicated concert halls, rather than simple rooms like ours, and
thus it is difficult to evaluate the correctness of any of the simulations (i.e., the acoustics are so complex that none of the tools get
the right answer). Second, they compare only gross statistical measures of impulse responses (e.g., T30, EDT, D50, C80, TS, G, LF,
LFC, IACC) (ISO 3328), and thus it is difficult to determine the
causes for simulation errors. Is it because propagation due to edge
diffraction is ignored or because angle-dependent reflection functions were not modeled correctly? Without detailed examination of
simple impulse responses, these questions are difficult to answer.
Our work is different than most previous validation studies in
that we focus only on simple and controlled acoustical environments. In contrast to previous simulation systems, we not only use
a simple 3D model of the environment, but the environment itself is
very simple (e.g., a box with a few configurable panels). In this respect, our work is similar to recent detailed comparisons of geometrical simulations and measurements [30, 32]. These studies show
that geometrical room acoustics can lead to satisfying simulations.
But Suh and Nelson [30] do not take into account sound diffraction, while Torres et al [32] do not use reverberant environments.
In contrast, we present a simulation system and measurement environment which treats the combined effects of specular reflection
and diffraction in a reverberant environment. As a result, we are
generally able to simulate the sound propagation quite accurately,
and we are able to evaluate computed impulse responses with great
accuracy. For instance, we can often identify the sequence of surface reflections and edge diffractions that cause a particular peak
to appear in an impulse response. Our goal is to obtain a detailed
understanding of the limitations of the simulations in these simple
environments, and then apply the acquired knowledge to improve
our simulations with increased model complexity.
The details of our methods and validation studies appear in the
following three sections. First, in Section 3, we explain the algorithms used in our computer simulation system. Then, in Section 4,
we describe the construction of the Bell Labs Box and explain how
we measure impulse responses. Third, in Section 5, we compare
simulations with measurements and discuss our results. While the
details of each step are non-trivial, the main message of the paper
is that it is only possible to truly understand complicated processes
in simple and controlled tests. Only when we have mastered the
simple cases (e.g., a box with a diffracting panel) can we consider
understanding more complex ones (e.g., a full concert hall).

(a) spatial subdivision

(b) polyhedral beam tracing

(c) path construction

(d) impulse response generation

Figure 3: The four phases of our simulation system.
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Simulation System

Our sound simulation system is based on the beam tracing method
described in [14, 15, 33]. One major advantage of this method
over alternative approaches is that it finds all propagation paths
with arbitrary combinations of transmission, specular reflection,
and diffraction without spatial aliasing. This feature is particularly important for our studies with diffracting panels inside the Bell
Labs Box.
The system takes as input: 1) a 3D environment described as a
set of polygons with frequency-dependent impedances or bidirectional scattering filters, 2) a speaker described by its location and
angular radiation pattern, 3) a microphone described by its location and optional angular directivity pattern. The system outputs a
simulated impulse response.
The system executes in four steps, as shown in Figure 3. In the
first step, we build a spatial subdivision data structure representing
a binary space partition of 3D space into convex polyhedral cells.
The purpose of this step is to decompose space into cells whose
boundaries are aligned with polygons of the 3D input model and
whose adjacencies are stored explicitly in a graph structure in order
to enable efficient traversals of 3D space during beam tracing.
In the second step, we trace the convex polyhedral beams representing different propagation sequences through cells of the spatial
subdivision. The traversal starts in the cell containing the speaker
location with a beam representing the entire cell. Next, it visits adjacent cells iteratively, considering different permutations of transmissions, specular reflections and diffractions due to the faces and
edges on the boundary of the “current” cell. As the algorithm traverses a cell boundary into a new cell, a copy of the current convex
pyramidal beam is “clipped” to include the region of space passing
through the convex polygonal boundary to model transmissions. At
each reflecting cell boundary, a copy of the transmission beam is
mirrored across the plane supporting the cell boundary to model
specular reflections. At each diffracting wedge, a new beam is
spawned whose source is the edge and whose extent includes all
rays predicted by the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [20]. The
traversal along any sequence terminates when either the length of
the shortest path within the beam or the cumulative attenuation exceed some user-specified thresholds. The traversal may also be terminated when the total number of beams traced or the elapsed time
exceed other thresholds.
In the third step, for each beam containing the microphone location, we compute the shortest propagation path from the speaker to
the microphone along the sequence of transmissions, diffractions,
and specular reflections represented by the beam (see Figure 4).
The intersections with specularly reflecting faces are uniquely determined by the locations of the speaker, microphone, and the intersections with diffracting edges (diffraction points). The diffrac-

tion points are found by solving a non-linear system of equations
expressing equal angle constraints at diffracting edges. Once the
diffraction points are found, we construct a piecewise-linear polyline representing the path along which sound travels from source
to receiver along the propagation sequence, from which a length-,
angle-, and frequency-dependent filter is computed.

sound source
microphone

Figure 4: All possible 45 propagation paths combining two specular
reflections and one diffraction around the edge of the panel in a
model of the Bell Labs Box.
In the final step, for each valid propagation path from the speaker
to the microphone, we add its contribution to the simulated impulse
response. Our implementation includes source and material filtering effects derived from either measurements (see Section 4) or analytical models. We compute diffraction coefficients using the Uniform Theory of Diffraction [20, 21, 19] (see [33] for details). Atmospheric scattering is also taken into account following the ISO
9013-1 specifications. All calculations are performed in complex
Fourier domain at the sampling rate resolution. Our current system
uses a sampling rate of 51200 Hz (the sampling rate of our source
and material measurements). Thus, for a one second long response
we are computing 25600 complex coefficients per path. The simulated transfer function is the sum of the coefficients for all paths,
and the final impulse response is the inverse Fourier transform of
the sum.
After all beams have been traced up to a user-specified termination criterion and the contribution of all propagation paths have
been summed, the resulting impulse response is output for comparison to measurements.

4

Sound Measurement Setup





The Bell Labs Box is a small 2.19 3.03 2.42 meter enclosure (a
volume of 16.058 meters3 ). It comprises a set of configurable panels, a sound source, a microphone and is constructed using standard
residential housing techniques (see Figure 5).

chirp stimuli. We use a 51200 Hz sampling rate for all measurements.
The surface panels of the Bell Labs Box are made of 3/4-inch
melamine, smooth surface facing in, fastened to 3/4-inch FRP plywood panels. All seams are lapped and caulked. Before assembly,
we measure their reflection responses using a bidirectional measurement rig in the anechoic chamber (see Figure 7). The rig has six
degrees of freedom (three for both source and microphone). Thus,
it allows for collecting bidirectional impulse responses of the scattering created by the panel. This setup can be used to measure
the acoustic characteristics of any material and derive useful parameters, such as the complex acoustic impedance, which can be
considered as an intrinsic material property for hard surfaces. Using the acoustic impedance, complex frequency dependent specular
reflection coefficient are derived using the classic model for plane
wave reflection which depends only on the impedance and incident
angle [23].

Panel
Source

(a)

(b)
Microphone

Figure 5: (a) Outside view of the Bell Labs Box. (b) An inside view
of the six-sided Bell Labs Box (without diffraction panel).
Sound measurements proceed in two phases. First, in an anechoic chamber, we measure the responses of the sound source, the
microphone, and the surface panels independently. Second, we configure the panels into a room and make measurements of the sound
propagation from the source to the microphone at different locations within the room that we later compare to simulation results
(see Section 5).
Our sound source is a Brüel&Kjaer artificial mouth type 4227
speaker [4] (see Figure 6). During the first phase, we measure its
directional responses by placing it on a rotator in the Bell Labs
anechoic chamber [2], collecting responses at every 5 degrees in the
azimuthal plane (this source has a revolution symmetry by design).

Figure 7: Measurement setup for bidirectional material properties
in Bell Labs’ anechoic chamber. In particular, our six degree of
freedom rig allows measurement of the baffle reflection characteristics at different incident directions for source and microphone.

5

Figure 6: Our reference source, the Brüel&Kjaer artificial mouth.
Our listening device is a Brüel&Kjaer 4134 1/2-inch microphone, calibrated for free-field recording [4]. Based on the manufacturer’s specifications, we assume its frequency response to be
flat below 10KHz. We also assume the device to be perfectly omnidirectional below 10KHz. This defines the upper bound on the frequency for which measurement and simulations can be compared.
For directional listening devices our system would measure their
angle-dependent responses using a setup similar to the one used for
sound sources.
Measurements of both the sound source and panel responses are
acquired with a Siglab measurement system [29] using repeated

Validation Results

In order to evaluate our methods, we ran simulations and measurements for two different geometric panel configurations (see Figure 8). The first is a simple box-shaped enclosure comprising six
rectangular panels. The second is the same box-shaped enclosure
with a single rectangular panel spanning from floor to ceiling along
one half the interior of the box with the speaker and microphone on
opposite sides of the panel, as shown in Figure 2. The first configuration is very simple yielding only specular reflections, and we use
it as a baseline for validation and comparison. The second configuration is a reverberant environment with diffraction and thus incorporates propagation paths combining both edge diffraction and
specular reflection. This is a more difficult case for which detail
validation results have not previously appeared in the literature.
For both configurations, we measured an impulse response using the Brüel& Kjaer artificial mouth and 1/2-inch microphone
connected to the audio outputs and inputs of a MOTU 828 multichannel firewire audio interface [27]. The MOTU interface was
connected to an off-the-shelf laptop running Windows. The source
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Figure 9: Comparison of a simulated early impulse response (top)
including the first ten orders of specular reflection and a measured
response (bottom) in the Bell Labs Box without the baffle. Our
simulator computed the contribution of 1524 propagation paths
in 738 seconds.
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Figure 10: Comparison of a simulated early impulse response
(top) including the first two orders of diffraction from the edge
of the panel and the first four orders of specular reflection and a
measured response (middle) in the Bell Labs Box with the baffle.
The simulation computed the contribution of 1358 propagation
paths in 631 seconds. The bottom plot shows a simulation including the first eight orders of specular reflection but omitting
diffraction (307 paths/153 sec.).

sponse, but has little influence on the late part which is dominated
by specular reflection. A significant amount of energy is absent
from the early response when reflections alone are simulated. This
can introduce errors when evaluating perceptual criteria based on
early to late energy ratios (e.g., clarity) [3]. We also present in Figure 11 a comparison between spectrograms for the simulated and
measured impulse responses of Figures 9 and 10. From these plots,
we can conclude that our simulation performs well for the different
frequencies. However, differences appear at low frequencies for
which geometrical acoustics is no longer a valid model of sound
propagation.

Figure 8: Our two measurement configurations.
16
11

signal was a repeated chirp stimuli, and the sampling rate was
48KHz. The output signal used to feed the speaker was also fed
back into the interface as a reference. We low-pass filtered the resulting response to get an actual bandwidth of 10KHz. We simulated all possible propagation paths combining up to 10th order
specular reflection in the first configuration (empty box), and up
to 4th order specular reflection and 2nd order edge diffraction in
the second configuration (with diffracting baffle). These simulation parameters were chosen as a reasonable compromise between
simulation accuracy and computational expense.
The simulated and measured impulse responses for each configuration are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Note that fine band simulation with measured source and material characteristics allows
us to compare the waveform of the simulated and measured early
responses. As can be seen, our simulation is able to capture the
temporal structure of the impulse response and is also able to capture the effects of the diffraction by the edge of the panel (e.g., first
peak in Figure 10), an effect commonly ignored by most acoustic
simulation systems. For comparison we also plotted a simulated
impulse response without diffraction effects in Figure 10. Omitting
diffraction prevents accurate modeling of the early part of the re-
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Figure 12: In order to track the effect of different propagation sequences on the resulting impulse response, we assign a unique identifier to every edge (cyan) and face (yellow) in our model.
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Figure 11: Comparison between spectrograms of simulated and measured early responses. The two spectrograms on the left correspond to
the (a) measured and (b) simulated impulse responses for the empty box (Figure 9), while those on the right correspond to the (c) measured
and (d) simulated responses for the box with a baffle (Figure 10).

Table 1 shows detailed simulation results for the test configuration with the diffracting baffle. Specifically, the columns list the
path id, length, time delay, and sequence of scattering events, for
the 60 shortest propagation paths (out of 1358 simulated). Every
face and edge in the 3D model is assigned a unique identifier (see
Figure 12) to allow detailed analysis of each simulated propagation
sequence. For instance, looking in the fourth column of the second row, (s 4) denotes a specular reflection off surface 4 and (d 23)
denotes a diffraction off edge 23. The ability to relate the propagation delay to the sequence of events along each path is a powerful
tool for analyzing the impulse response since it makes it possible
to derive correspondences between features in measured and simulated responses. For instance, we labeled some key features of the
simulated response in Figure 10 with the corresponding path identifiers in Table 1. The directly diffracted contribution (the shortest
possible path) is clearly identified (#1), followed by contributions
of the back and side wall occluded by the panel (#2 and #3). Then,
a strong specular reflection out of the other side-wall reaches the
listener (#5). The strong reflected and diffracted contribution out
of the back wall (path #2) is attenuated in our simulation. This
might be due to slight inaccuracies in the measured source and microphone positions which results in interference of this path with
the diffracted contribution reflected off the ceiling (path #3). This
type of detailed analysis makes it possible to explain discrepancies
between our simulation results and our measurements, and allows
us to improve further our simulation models.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have described our initial experiences in building and using the Bell Labs Box, a simple enclosure for validating sound propagation simulations. We find that it is possible to
achieve remarkably good matches between simulated and measured
impulse responses in a carefully controlled experimental environment. Moreover, since the environment is so simple, we are not
only able to validate the simulations at a gross level (as has been
done before), but gain insight into the causes for simulation errors
from detailed analysis of the differences between simulated and
measured responses. We believe such detailed validation is necessary before the results of acoustics simulations can be understood
for more complex environments.

7

Future Work

The study described in this paper is just the beginning of a long
path toward understanding the validity of computer simulations of
acoustical environments.
In the near future, we plan to extend our experiments to more
complex environments. Specifically, we intend to consider a series
of incremental steps of added complexity (e.g., inserting more surfaces, putting boxes in the enclosure, changing surface materials),
measuring and validating the setup after each step. Our general
approach is to validate simulations with gradually more complex

Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Path length (m)
1.6758
2.7205
2.7416
3.0022
3.0154
3.0603
3.1522
3.1530
3.3714
3.4798
3.5356
3.5356
3.5645
3.6860
3.7042
3.7150
3.7515
3.7515
3.8117
3.8274
3.8637
3.9156
4.0093
4.0176
4.0275
4.0612
4.1051
4.1315
4.1483
4.1483
4.1730
4.1956
4.1956
4.1978
4.2772
4.3005
4.3338
4.3497
4.3709
4.3868
4.4304
4.4308
4.4313
4.4535
4.4766
4.4795
4.5513
4.5804
4.5804
4.5851
4.5872
4.5872
4.6045
4.6433
4.6964
4.7235
4.7254
4.7308
4.7392
4.7561

Delay (ms)
4.88
7.92
7.98
8.74
8.78
8.91
9.18
9.18
9.82
10.13
10.30
10.30
10.38
10.73
10.79
10.82
10.92
10.92
11.10
11.15
11.25
11.40
11.68
11.70
11.73
11.83
11.95
12.03
12.08
12.08
12.15
12.22
12.22
12.22
12.46
12.52
12.62
12.67
12.73
12.77
12.90
12.90
12.90
12.97
13.04
13.04
13.25
13.34
13.34
13.35
13.36
13.36
13.41
13.52
13.68
13.75
13.76
13.78
13.80
13.85

Propagation sequence
(d 23)
(s 4) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 7)
(s 5) (d 23)
(s 8)
(d 23) (s 8)
(d 23) (s 9)
(d 23) (s 10)
(s 3) (d 23)
(s 4) (s 6) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 3) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 8) (d 23)
(s 4) (s 5) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 2)
(s 5) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 7) (s 8)
(d 23) (s 7) (s 8)
(s 11) (s 4) (d 23)
(s 4) (s 1) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 7) (s 10)
(s 4) (s 3) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 4) (d 23)
(s 3) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 5) (s 1) (d 23)
(s 9) (s 8)
(d 23) (s 9) (s 8)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 8)
(d 23) (s 9) (s 10)
(d 23) (s 3) (s 6) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 8) (s 7) (d 23)
(s 4) (s 5) (s 6) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 10) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 5) (d 23)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 10)
(d 23) (s 7) (s 2)
(s 3) (s 1) (d 23)
(s 11) (s 4) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 11) (s 5) (s 4) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 8) (s 2)
(s 5) (d 23) (s 8)
(d 23) (s 3) (s 1) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 10) (s 2)
(s 4) (s 3) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 4) (s 5) (s 1) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 4) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 5) (d 23) (s 10)
(d 23) (s 9) (s 2)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 3) (d 23)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 8) (d 23)
(s 11) (s 4) (s 3) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 3) (s 4) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 4) (s 3) (d 23)
(s 11) (s 4) (s 1) (d 23)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 7) (s 8)
(s 4) (s 3) (s 1) (d 23)
(d 23) (s 5) (s 6) (d 23)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 7) (s 10)
(s 4) (d 23) (s 2)
(d 23) (s 4) (s 1) (d 23)
(s 3) (d 23) (s 8)

Table 1: The 60 shortest propagation sequences (out of 1358) including four specular reflections and two diffractions off the edge
of the panel in the Bell Labs Box with diffracting baffle. For each
path we assign a unique identifier and give the corresponding path
length, propagation delay and sequence of events along the path.

environments so that we can understand and quantify the limitations of our simulations in detail. Eventually, we hope to validate
simulations of concert halls and other more complex real world environments.
Also, in the near-term, we plan to use our experimental setup to
evaluate the accuracy of different models for reflection and diffraction in the Bell Labs Box. For instance, we could compare the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [20] with the Biot-Medwin-Tolstoy
edge diffraction formulation [32], which may lead to more accurate simulations at greater computational expense. Or, we could
evaluate more accurate reflection models, such as Thomasson’s exact spherical wave reflection model off planar surfaces [31]. The
results of these experiments may lead to an understanding of the
trade-offs between computational expense and accuracy of different models.
In the longer-term, it will be important to consider psychoacoustical evaluation of acoustic models. We plan to build a system
that will use validated acoustic simulations to investigate the psychoacoustic effects of varying acoustic modeling parameters. Our
system will allow a user to interactively change acoustics parameters with real-time auralization and visualization feedback. With
such a system, it may be possible to address psychoacoustic questions such as: “how many reflections are psychoacoustically important to model?,” “which surface reflection model provides a psychoacoustically better approximation?,” and “which among conflicting aural and visual cues are dominant in an interactive virtual
environment?” We believe that the answers to such questions are of
critical importance to future designers of 3D virtual environments.
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